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Abstract
An investigation was conducted on song performance and melodic pitch matching skills of
musicians and nonmusicians.  The musicians had received formal musical training but little
choral experience, while the nonmusicians had not received any formal musical training but
had more lengthy choral experience.  All subjects were evaluated on their performance to
maintain tonality in song performance and accuracy on echo-sing melodic patterns.  Results
suggest that choral experience and formal musical training have different effects on different
types of criterion singing task.  For melodic pitch-matching task, the musicians performed
significantly better than the nonmusicians.  In contrast, the nonmusicians performed
significantly better in song performance task than the musicians.  Thus, auditory learning
biography appeared to have different effects on singing achievement.  The findings also
imply that informal musical training, such as choral singing, might be considered analogous
or even superior in fostering musical growth under certain song performance context.
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